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Lunaire Collective Wind Quintet!
Trichotomy!!
A  sparkling Saturday night concert featuring the Lunaire Collective Wind Quintet in a 
unique Latin influenced soundscape with Brisbane’s legendary Jazz Trio, Trichotomy.!!
Gerardo Dirie: Elementales  Duos (2013) (World premiere)!

1. December 17 for oboe d’amore and gaita colombiano 

2. One day the bird flies across the ocean for oboe d’amore and bandoneon 

3. December 21st for oboe d’amore and cavaquino 

4. Ten inexhaustible vows for oboe d’amore and bandoneon 

!
This composition developed from a collection of melodies I wrote in early 2013 while on 
the road through the Geographe Gulf in Western Australia. The melodies were deliberately 
integrated or conciliatory with whatever music was on the car’s radio at the moment, as if 
finding clearings in the texture and inhabiting a welcoming place. The radio background 
has now beenk forgotten, perhaps with the exception of “One day…” which I recall was in 
response to a performance by Joshua Bell, an old acquaintance from my days in 
Bloomington. Later on, I took those melodies to compose Elementales Duos for my 
colleague Eve Newsome, scored for Oboe d’amore in three unlikely instrumental 
combinations. In these, I continued the idea of creating or allowing for the emergence of 
spaces and interstices in the texture, alternating lively and outgoing gestures with others 
more introspective and meditative.!!
The first and third movements retain the titles recorded during the journey. The title of the 
second movement is inspired by the name of a glass sculpture by the Vietnamese artist 
Tiffany Chung, and the last movement appropriately summons a known precept for 
dedication from the Zen Buddhist tradition. (Notes by Gerardo Dirié, 2014)!!!
Paquito D’Rivera (1948 -)  Aires Tropicales (1994)!

1. Alborada 

2. Son 

3. Habanera 

4. Vals Venezolano 

Saturday September 13th, 7:00pm!
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5. Dizziness 

6. Contradanza 

7. Afro 

Paquito D’Rivera is a Grammy Award-winning Cuban saxophonist, clarinettist and 
composer. A prolific performer and recording artist, his “Aires Tropicales” for Wind Quintet 
is a vibrant and energetic suite in several movements, imbued with Latin dance rhythms 
and smooth jazz colours.!!
This original seven-movement work for wind quintet was commissioned by the Aspen Wind 
Quintet. It was premiered in 1994 in New York City at the Frick Collection by Bärli Nugent, 
flute, Robert Ingliss, oboe, Todd Levy, clarinet, Chris Komer, horn, and Susan Heineman, 
bassoon. It is scored for flute (doubling on piccolo with optional alto flute), oboe(doubling 
on English horn),clarinet, horn, and bassoon.!
 
The movements are as follows: “Alborada”, a slow introduction; “Son”, with an ostinato 
Latin bass line in the bassoon and horn; “Habañera”, a trio movement for flute, clarinet and 
bassoon in the style of Ravel; “Vals Venezolano”, a lively Venezuelan waltz; “Dizzyness”, 
an homage to the late, great Dizzy Gillespie; “Contradanza”, an upbeat Cuban dance 
honoring Ernesto Lecuona; and “Afro”, which begins with a flute solo, followed by an 
energetic, rhythmic six-eight dance over an African ostinato. The order of the last two 
movements may be switched so that the piece ends with the “Contradanza”, instead of 
“Afro”. 
 
Sean Foran:  Song for EV!
From the latest Trichotomy album “Fact Finding Mission”, this engaging modern jazz waltz 
is written by Trichotomy pianist Sean Foran to capture the energy of his young daughter.!!
John Parker: Lullaby!
Also from the recent Trichotomy album, ‘Lullaby’ by the trio’s drummer John Parker is a 
delicate ballad for the composer’s two young children.!!
Sean Foran: Frame of Reference!
Originally commissioned by the Brisbane Jazz Festival in 2014, this work for Jazz trio & 
soprano saxophone has been reimagined for trio with wind quintet. The piece allows each 
instrument to contribute melodic, rhythmic and harmonic elements to the overall sound.!!
Sean Foran / John Parker:  New Work (World premiere)!
Commissioned by the Tyalgum Music Festival 2014, this new work features the 
distinctively melodic & rhythmically engaging style of Trichotomy alongside the beauty and 
subtleness of the Lunaire Collective Wind Quintet.!!
SEAN FORAN: Clapping Music!
Originally a work by minimalist composer Steve Reich, this piece has been completely re-
imagined by the arranger Sean Foran. Captivated by the interlocking nature of Reich’s 
rhythms, Foran originally worked up new harmonies and melodic content to suit the 
rhythms for performances and recordings with the chamber group Topology. BUT...the 
added depth of the wind quintet allows new melodic parts to be explored here, so Foran 
has reworked the piece, with a new arrangement created specifically for Trichotomy with 
Lunaire Ensemble. So it’s really Clapping Music, version 3.!
John Parker:  Mean!



Originally written for the collaboration of Trichotomy and chamber group Topology, MEAN 
takes on a new life in the hands of the Lunaire Collective. Part Tango, part modern jazz… 
you decide….!!
John Parker: Not if but when!
Inspired by sounds from Eastern Europe, the swirling rhythms and interlocking melodies 
are captivating in this work.


